EDITORIAL PARAGRAPH

{THE MOVEMENT’S GALLERY OF CURIOS—A SAMPLE.}

By DANIEL DE LEON

It would be a pity to limit to the narrow circle of readers, that the one-time 27,000 readers of the New Yorker Volkszeitung has been narrowed down to, a certain Timbuctoo treatment of recent events in the Movement—on account of which pity we hereby reproduce in English and frame up for hanging in the Movement’s Gallery of Curios the following paragraph from our Timbuctoo contemporary of the 7th of this month:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* “Dan De Leon pokes fun in his sheetlet at the proposition made by the * * Socialist party of Michigan to arrange for unity with the S.L.P. through the * * election of a committee looking to that end. And is he not right if our * * S.P. comrades stir themselves in favor of unity with a measly organization * * whose own members are moving to dissolve?” * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *